Figure 1A – IR of ELO+Pripol+TEA
Figure 1B – ELO+Pripol+TEA
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Figure 2A – IR of ELO+Pripol+DBU
Figure 2B - IR of ELO+Pripol+DBU
Figure 3B – IR of ELO+Pripol+DMAP
Figure 4A – IR of ELO+Pripol+1-Melm
Figure 4B – IR of ELO+Pripol+1-MeIm
Figure 5A – IR of ELO+Pripol+2-Melm
Figure 5B – IR of ELO+Pripol+2-MeIm
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Figure 6 – IR of ELO+DMAP
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Figure 7 – MDSC of ELO+DMAP

Sample: NS420_051211
Size: 10.3000 mg
Method: Nontipa cure method
Comment: MDSC

File: C:\NS\311011\301111\NS420_051211.001
Operator: PS
Run Date: 05-Dec-2011 16:21
Instrument: DSC Q2000 V24.4 Build 116
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